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Dear Readers, 
 
Our endeavour to reach a greater number of readers with the complimentary issue of newsletter no. 
45 Synthetic Phonics has already reaped great rewards. Many people of various roles and 
responsibilities have contacted the RRF either to find out more about synthetic phonics teaching, or 
wishing to contribute invaluable news regarding phonics teaching in the UK and other English-
speaking countries. The almost daily incoming information has delayed the publication of this issue 
as difficult decisions had to be made about the contents. I would like to apologise to those people 
who have kindly contributed material which I have subsequently postponed the appearance of, in 
order to focus on significant events both in New Zealand and here in England. 
 
It appears that the formula for the RRF newsletter of mixing news, experiences, pointing to research 
and provoking thought has been very well-received. I would like to thank everyone for such kind 
words of encouragement, support and appreciation. This issue (no. 47) will reach 25,000 infant and 
primary schools. If your concern about each and every child’s literacy development reflects that of 
the Reading Reform Foundation and you appreciate the information we are disseminating, now is the 
time to give your practical support. Please act immediately to subscribe and contact us with your 
experiences, feelings and results. In addition we would be very grateful for donations from 
individuals, schools or companies, no matter how small, to help us with the production and posting 
of the newsletter. Please email or write to us if you would be interested in attending an RRF 
conference on Phonics proposed for next year. 
 
We have new pages on the RRF website for ‘resources’ and ‘news’, and one planned for ‘tests’. 
There is also a growing number of links to other websites. I welcome any suggestions regarding 
material that you would like to see on the website or in the RRF newsletter. With the number of 
articles that you are contributing, these could be posted on the website where there is not the 
capacity to include them in the hard copy of the newsletters. For ‘back copies’ of newsletters no. 45 
and no. 46 Synthetic Phonics Reduces Special Educational Needs, please send a large, stamped, self-
addressed envelope [33p for one newsletter, 47p for two], plus £2 per newsletter required. 
 
Let us hope that we can collectively move this debate beyond words and pockets of successful 
teaching and enlightenment to a truly national approach – ensuring all individuals are at last properly 
guaranteed the opportunity of maximising their literacy potential. It is such a joy for teachers, 
parents and children when truly effective teaching of reading and writing methods are used and we 
urge all teachers to be interested in how their teaching approach measures up to others without 
fearing the outcomes of testing. We need to be curious, concerned, ambitious and informed, using 
simple testing to aid us – not to compound fears of embarrassment or competition. Please support us 
in this vision.  
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Readers’ Letters 
 

Dear Debbie, 
 
I have just received my first edition of the RRF newsletter and I wanted to write to you straight away to give you a 
very brief outline of my experiences: 
 
I have been teaching in state schools for 7 years and 2 years in a private school prior to that. Just as I was about to start 
my first job, my mother (also a teacher) gave me a present, The Phonics Handbook. When I went to teachers training 
college, already enthused by the results I had achieved in a private school, I eagerly looked forward to my training in 
the teaching of reading. Well, if I had sneezed I would have missed it! It was delivered in one short sentence: ‘Use a 
mixture of context clues, look and say, grammatical clues and phonics.’ That was it – no explanations at all! 
 
When I started teaching in the state system I was quite shocked by the standard of literacy among infants. My first two 
years were spent teaching a Year 2 class in a school with 33% of children on the special needs register, followed the 
next year by 50% on the register due to their poor literacy skills. I was determined to help these children and spent 
hours out of the classroom preparing almost individual lessons to meet their individual gaps in understanding. A large 
amount of the teaching was phonics based and we did see a significant improvement in their literacy skills, especially 
in their reading. Following this I went into Reception and got my Sue Lloyd book out of the cupboard and set about 
getting it ‘right’ from the beginning. I spent 3 years in Reception improving my techniques and astounded myself and 
colleagues by the results that were achieved. When tested in reading on the Pips end of year assessment, 67% scored 
in the top 15% of the sample (35,000 children), but with their value-added scores taken into consideration, only two 
children in the class did not score in the top 10%. 
 
Sadly, however, this good start was not to be continued. Unfortunately the literacy hour was then introduced and as a 
‘failing school’ we had to follow it. At this point, totally frustrated and not wishing to allow another group of children 
to be failed by the system, I asked to be moved up to Year 1 with my class the following year. Unfortunately for me, 
the Grammar Handbook was not published until the end of the year, but I attended 2 seminars by Ruth Miskin and 
adapted a mixture of her ideas, Sue Lloyd’s and Diane McGuinness’ ideas to meet the children’s and my needs. 
Needless to say, the children by the end of the year had overtaken the Year 2 children (who had started, but not 
continued the Jolly Phonics programme, but instead had switched to the full specifications of the NLS). 
 
Despite all the successes and enthusiasm some of my colleagues and I had for these methods, I could not persuade my 
headteacher that this really was the solution to our problems and that if we all threw ourselves 100% into synthetic 
phonics teaching we could turn the school around. My head was genuinely excited that all my class had reading ages 
at least a year ahead of their chronological ages and therefore (by our school’s definition) for the first time ever, we 
had a class with no special needs children, but the feeling was that Ofsted would expect to see the NLS in our school. 
 
When I first arrived at this school, my headteacher had inspired me by telling us that as a team we were going to make 
our school a centre of excellence, in an area where many had educationally been written off. I left that school because 
I realised that I was the only one still believing that we could achieve that. Despite my successes I felt that I had failed 
because in the end I had probably changed very little. 
 
My next school was in a very different area where 100% of the children reached level 4 in English. I was therefore 
shocked to find how poor literacy standards were in the year 1 class and how bright children were needlessly 
struggling. I gained the support and enthusiasm of the literacy co-ordinator when I described how I would remedy 
this. I called a meeting of the parents and had their full support as it turned out that many of them were worried about 
the lack of progress of their children. Well, if you had told me then what the class could achieve in such a short space 
of time, even with my previous experiences, I would not have believed it. By the end of the year the majority would 
have been judged as 2b writers. Sadly, once again, my colleagues did not seem interested in Jolly Phonics, least of all 
the Reception teacher. Anyway, all I want to be able to do now is make up for the many similar occasions as above 
where I felt I didn’t do enough to change things when challenged. This is why I am looking for people like yourself 
for advice and help on how to persuade other teachers of the virtues of synthetic phonics teaching. I am really looking 
forward to speaking to you.  
 
Name and address supplied. 
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Dear Debbie, 
 
I am looking for information regarding copies of the newsletters which we (Education Development Service, 
Renfrewshire Council) had received during the summer. They were of particular interest to us, as through Early 
Intervention we are ‘revisiting’ the teaching of phonics and have been promoting the Synthetic approach. In fact 
those schools in our authority which have taken it on board are reporting high levels of success. To quote an ‘older’ 
member of staff “Not much excites me in education nowadays but I have to admit that Jolly Phonics has been an 
innovation!” The achievements in her present primary one class are well beyond those of previous years! 
 
I was wondering how long you intend keeping the newsletters on your website (now that I’ve found it!) so that I can 
direct schools to it.  
 
Kind regards, 
Fiona Scouller (Early Intervention Co-ordinator, Renfrewshire Council) 
 

[In fact, Fiona has subsequently ordered further copies of newsletters no. 45 and no. 46 to send directly to the 
Renfrewshire schools – Editor.] 
 

Dear Debbie, 
 
Please accept my congratulations on the RRF newsletter no. 46. 
 
In another 3 months I hope to be free to submit to you a series of articles based on our team’s research but I have to 
concentrate on getting our diagnostic systems on-line first. 
 
Briefly we have been investigating the basic nature of whole word processing, linking that process with a particular 
aspect of visual memory and then demonstrating that 50% of infants aged 7.6 years have not developed that level of 
memory. We thus demonstrate why guessing strategies are inappropriate for large numbers of infants. 
 
Our current study of almost 3000 consecutive children looks at about 20 aspects of reading performance. We not 
only demonstrate why whole word processing is doomed to fail so many children, we also explain why boys are 
affected more than girls and confirm predictions that we made in 1988 and 1996 concerning the type of error pattern 
that guess-dependent infants habituate. Our work identifies a number of skill deficits and we will later be compiling 
a list of effective remedial materials for use by parents and teachers. The deficits include: 

1. confusions between names and sounds of letters. (We find, when children are not specifically taught letter 
sounds from the outset, that about 30% continue to demonstrate confusions between names and sounds 
throughout primary school. We also record that, once established, past the age of 9 it becomes very 
difficult to remediate. The result is on-going poor phonic skills). 

2. confusions between b, d, p, q at three levels: a) seeing the difference, b) knowing which sound goes with 
which letter and c) b, p, d confusions which only occur in words. 

3. difficulty in blending sounds into syllables and difficulty in blending syllables together. 
4. inaccuracy in blending syllables together. 
5. proof reading problems (e.g. seeing that the spelling of the word ‘laed’ [laid] looks wrong). 
6. guessing based on just a few letters in the word. 

 
Back in 1989 when I lectured in the UK I had expected that educators would examine our data. I have long since 
lost that naiveté. In the last few years we have therefore been quietly designing Internet software and on-line 
training to by-pass the bureaucrats and are now very close to completion. In about 2 months any parent (or teacher) 
will be able to diagnose the major causes of reading failure. It will be a public repudiation of Whole Language 
infant teaching practices. The system has the capacity to generate automatic reports for parents to take back to their 
schools. 
 
We will then start to establish on-line links with groups such as yours and to promote phonic-based resources. Your 
recommendations even now would be very welcome. When the Internet system is ready you will be one of the first 
to know in recognition of your groups past fortitude and courage. It turns out that you were right all along! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Byron Harrison F.S.M.C.    Tasmania 
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Dear Debbie, 
 
I may not be your best resource in Texas; but I will share with you what I know. Rod Paige, ex-superintendent of 
Houston ISD, has become President George W. Bush’s new Secretary of Education. Secretary Paige has studied Dr. 
Reid Lyon’s National Institutes of Health (NIH) reading research and is a great supporter of phonemic 
awareness/decoding skills. He and President Bush are both promoting a national model of reading instruction which 
places a heavy emphasis on phonemic awareness/decoding skills. 
 
Dr. Barbara Foorman at the University of Houston is one of several NIH researchers around the U.S. who has 
participated in the NIH reading research project, and they have conclusive research to prove that the teaching of 
phonemic awareness/decoding skills using the Open Court Reading Series is highly successful even with children 
who come from language-impoverished homes. 
 
It is because of the high quality of the NIH research that people in the U.S. are finally moving away from whole 
language reading instruction. House Resolution 1 (Senate Bill 1) is now in conference committee, and the final 
legislation is expected to reflect a move toward the utilization of the NIH reading research findings. 
 
Unfortunately, when it came time in July 1997 for Texas to adopt a set of quality curriculum requirements for 
English/Language Arts/Reading (ELAR) called the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), the Texas 
Education Agency was so controlled by whole-language advocates that our curriculum requirements do not reflect 
the best of the NIH reading research. We now have a blend called “the balanced approach to reading” which is a 
repackaged and renamed term for whole language. 
 
If you want to read any of my articles (largely about Texas public schools), you might want to go to 
www.lycos.com. Type in ‘Donna Garner’ and you will find a wide variety of subjects about which I have written. 
 
Best wishes to you in your new job. 
 
Donna Garner 

[In the UK, the National Literacy Strategy is described as a ‘balanced’ approach to reading, which is really whole 
language. Evidence for this conclusion includes the promotion of the ‘reading searchlight strategies’ which encourage 
guessing, plus the Early Literacy Support materials and training based on the whole language Reading Recovery 
programme – Editor.] 
 
 

The Jolly Phonics Story Part 3  by Sue Lloyd 
 
In parts 1 & 2, published in previous RRF Newsletters, I explained how, in the 1970s, our school, 
Woods Loke P S, experienced enormous improvements in the children's reading and writing skills 
following a change in our method from 'look and say' to a systematic, synthetic phonic approach.    
No advisers were interested in our much higher than average reading scores or the fact that far fewer 
of our children needed remedial help.   Initially I was puzzled at their indifference to something that 
was good for children. Gradually I realised that education was run on fashionable trends and not 
what works best for the children. The fashion at the time was anti-phonics, and this meant that when 
we said that we had found phonics to work extremely well, people did not want to listen to us. I 
continued to tell anyone I met who was linked to education that the children must be taught the 
alphabetic code through structured phonic teaching. One of the people I spoke to was Chris Jolly.     
He showed interest, and wanted to find out more about how our programme worked. At that time I 
had no idea that he had started his own publishing company, Jolly Learning Ltd. 
 
After many meetings and discussions with Chris Jolly, he asked me to write a book about how to do 
the teaching. It had never occurred to me that he might want me to write a book for teachers, as this 
was usually done by someone higher up in the education world and not by an ordinary teacher like 
me! However, it was a challenge that I knew had to be met. After several days of hard work I had 
written twelve pages, which I sent to him. I wanted to make sure that this was what he had in mind. 
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To my horror he rejected it and said that I was trying to justify this type of teaching. He said there 
was no need for that because I knew very well how to do the teaching, and that it works more 
effectively than anything else. He then recommended that I should write it like a car manual! This 
turned out to be just the advice I needed.    
 
At the time of writing The Phonics Handbook, most of the materials and ideas were in use at our 
school. Over the years of teaching I had noticed that the children learnt the letter sounds more easily 
when there was a story and an action linked to the letter. It started with the /m/ sound. We used to 
think of our favourite food, rub our tummies and say 'mmmmmm'. Although there were actions for 
most of the sounds, I still needed to fill the gaps. Luckily for me, my colleague Sara Wernham, 
showed interest in what I was doing, and helped me by bringing her creative ideas and talents to the 
project. We started to work together for the last part of the handbook, which included thinking up the 
actions for the final letter sounds. Finally all the bits and pieces were sorted out, and our efforts were 
passed on to Chris Jolly. He then had a considerable amount of layout work to do before it could go 
to print.   
 
Not long afterwards, I was telephoned by the commercial breakfast TV company, TVam. They were 
doing a programme about the teaching of phonics and were looking for a school that used phonics in 
their teaching. Our Headmaster, Mr Cant, agreed that they could come and film in the school. To cut 
a long story short, the interviewer, Mr Hastings, if my memory is correct, was impressed by what he 
saw. Our colleagues told him that we had written a book about the way we teach phonics. He 
telephoned Chris Jolly and said that he might be able to show it on the programme if Chris was able 
to get a copy to him in time. At this stage there was no book printed! Chris pulled out all the stops 
and rushed with it, hot off the press, to the studio. 
 
On the morning of the broadcast, my colleagues and I huddled around the school television set. In 
the Breakfast TVam studio was Martin Turner, the educational psychologist who had written, in his 
book 'Sponsored Reading Failure', about the serious decline in reading standards in schools. With 
him were Irina Tyk, Headmistress at Holland House School, and a Chinese girl, who was a very 
young pupil from her school. Many interesting points were discussed in the programme, but the one 
thing that demonstrated the importance of phonic teaching was when the little Chinese girl read 
aloud. First of all she read well from a familiar book, and then confidently from an unknown book.   
When she came to an unfamiliar word that had three syllables, she sounded it out aloud and read it 
accurately with no problems. At the end of the programme, the interviewer held up The Phonics 
Handbook. This was the first time that Sara and I had seen it. It was an exciting moment for us. We 
continued with our day at school oblivious to the chaos that TVam and Chris Jolly were 
experiencing. The response of the viewers was so great that they were jamming all the phones.   
They all wanted to know where they could get The Phonics Handbook. Over the next two days the 
handbook was held up on Breakfast TV and the viewers were asked to contact Chris Jolly, whose 
address and telephone number were given. The phones did not stop ringing for days. We were told 
that, in the ten years that TVam had been broadcasting, they had never had so much response from 
the public. We then realised, from this experience, that there were thousands of teachers and parents 
who were worried about the lack of phonics in the teaching of reading. Martin, Irina and I had 
approached the literacy problem from different angles: Martin as an educational psychologist 
analysing results from thousands of children in different LEAs, Irina as a Headteacher in an 
independent school and myself as a classroom teacher in a state school. And yet we had all 
independently found evidence that problems were being caused by a lack of phonics teaching and 
could be remedied by putting phonics back on the agenda.   
 
The next part of the Jolly Phonics story will be about the role phonics plays in the National 
Curriculum. 
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Comments on the Status Quo  
by Debbie Hepplewhite 

 
Criticism or evaluation? 
 
Members of the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) have expressed their opinion that the 
Reading Reform Foundation should be supporting the National Literacy Strategy and not publicly 
criticising it. There is no question that we support the drive to improve literacy standards - indeed 
that is the reason for our foundation’s existence. We also concur that there are some excellent ideas 
within the National Literacy Strategy and that there is some rise in standards of teaching and 
learning. 
 
The Reading Reform Foundation, however, was at the forefront of investigating the causes of 
illiteracy – and the ways in which we can reduce or eradicate it – long before the advent of the 
National Literacy Strategy. Examining and evaluating the NLS is rightly a continuation of scrutiny 
that we have always considered essential. We must all be vigilant and determined that the National 
Literacy Strategy does not continue to promote practices which many experts both in the UK and 
abroad, including the Reading Reform Foundation, have identified as being part and parcel of the 
illiteracy tragedy in the first place. We maintain that literacy standards could be substantially higher 
than is likely to be achieved by following the National Literacy Strategy in its ‘mix of methods’ 
format in the early years. 
 
Guidance or directives? 
 
I have been reminded by the DfES that the National Literacy Strategy is non-statutory and offers 
‘guidance and support’ as opposed to ‘directives’. In future, I shall moderate my terminology 
accordingly, but it is the experience and perception of many that there is no alternative literacy 
training provision other than the ‘guidance’ of the National Literacy Strategy. Practitioners are led to 
believe that the manifestation of the NLS in the schools is exactly what local advisers and Ofsted 
inspectors are expecting to see. It is a brave teacher, headteacher, or local authority adviser who 
would openly be at variance with, or question, the ‘guidance and support’ of the National Literacy 
Strategy. In any event the non-statutory status of the National Literacy Strategy does not abrogate 
the DfES from its responsibility to ensure this influential guidance promotes the most successful 
teaching practice, which I suggest it currently does not. 
 
Where and what are the statistics?  
 
Most worrying is the lack of publicly available statistics from the NLS exemplar schools with which 
we can compare results. The DfES has promised such schools confidentiality. One might accept the 
argument for some measure of anonymity, but without transparent statistics we cannot move this 
debate forwards. Is this morally or professionally ethical? The National Literacy Strategy is 
apparently ‘based on extensive evidence, on a secure knowledge of relevant research and on existing 
good practice in schools’. Who would suspect that maybe this research is not so conclusive and that 
it is in some cases discredited, or that this secure knowledge differs from the secure knowledge of 
other experts in the literacy field? What regard has been paid to the ‘existing good practice’ of the 
synthetic phonics schools? Of course the mindset of most people is to believe in good faith 
everything they are told with such authority. Teachers want to do their best for the children and they 
also wish to survive professionally in these times of school accountability. Is it unreasonable to 
surmise that for the vast majority, the National Literacy Strategy is as influential as if it were 
statutory?  
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Monopoly or informed choices? 
 
Compounding the problem is the sheer clout of the promotion and delivery of the National Literacy 
Strategy through the local education authorities. Some excellent reading practices and results have 
existed in our country prior to the NLS. Have we been adequately told about them? Have we been 
told anything at all? Arguably, the DfES should have fully capitalised and built upon existing good 
practice publicising the relevant information in some detail. Instead of this, the department has 
chosen to write its own material, delivered in many local education authorities as a monopoly, and 
yet without the details of the statistics we require to validate this advice. The DfES has told the 
Reading Reform Foundation that it is unable to promote or endorse specific teaching programmes; 
despite the fact that the National Literacy Strategy itself is openly influenced by the Australian 
whole language programme First Steps (as described in Roger Beard’s report: National Literacy 
Strategy – Review of Research and other Related Evidence). The latest NLS Early Literacy Support 
initiative is also modelled on the whole language Reading Recovery programme - yet another 
contradiction. The DfES can hardly be described as being impartial, objective or scientific under 
these questionable circumstances. Is this what the general public would expect after pronouncements 
by Prime Minister, Tony Blair, that research has shown the importance of phonics teaching? Ofsted 
has occasionally and obliquely referred to the effectiveness of ‘off the shelf phonics kits’. This is 
unhelpful. It is high time such programmes were fully identified alongside their proven outcomes, so 
that everyone can benefit from such vital information. There are some serious accountability 
questions here, or does accountability rest only on the shoulders of the unwitting teachers 
themselves?  
 
Chance or science? 
 
If we draw upon statistical evidence, as we should, then surely there would be consensus as to the 
most effective practices in the matter of teaching reading? As it is, I suggest that the advice delivered 
to the country is influenced by other factors: Firstly we have ‘chance’: I know that had different 
leading literacy experts been in the driving seat, the advice for the early years would have been 
entirely different. Secondly, we have ‘compromise’: To advise a mix of methods (that is whole 
language guessing, and look-and-say, combined with some phonics) is to have concocted a political 
compromise, consisting of contradictory teaching principles, attempting to appease the whole 
language advocates and the phonics advocates. Thirdly, we have a ‘gamble’: To ignore essential 
advice from the synthetic phonics experts and to attempt to reinvent the wheel in the form of the 
NLS Progression In Phonics but with the continued promotion of the whole language guesswork 
reading searchlight strategies (referred to by many as the ‘balanced/mix of methods’ approach) is a 
gamble of the highest order. It is a vain hope that some phonics teaching, a high profile, national 
training, massively increased resources and pressure from local education authorities and Ofsted 
would inevitably provide the formula to sort out the illiteracy problem. I predict confidently that this 
will not be the case until the teaching profession and the general public understand the importance of 
automatic synthesising (blending) for the decoding of text, and the damaging effect caused by 
throwing several contradictory reading strategies at children in the initial stages of learning to read. 
Time will tell. 
 
Politically correct or properly principled? 
 
It is interesting, however, that some authorities know only too well that the best advice they can give 
is to ‘follow your Jolly Phonics’ (or Best Practice Phonics, Phono-Graphix etc.). These local 
education authorities do indeed encourage their schools, or some of their schools, to follow the 
leading synthetic phonics programmes, but they still dish out the NLS training in addition without 
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openly questioning and drawing attention to its misguided contents. This is how the flawed advice in 
the National Literacy Strategy is in danger of being glossed over. It is also instrumental in diluting 
and distorting the advice of the synthetic phonics programmes as some people attempt to be 
politically correct by flitting between publications. A common example of this is where teachers are 
encouraged to use the Jolly Phonics multi-sensory mnemonics system only, but then ‘guided’ to 
follow simultaneously the NLS Progression in Phonics (which promotes whole language guesswork 
reading strategies in contrast to Jolly Phonics). To which approach then, should results from such 
circumstances be accredited? This is clearly the National Literacy Strategy eclectic approach and not 
synthetic phonics. How many would really understand this subtlety? The DfES will still claim that 
the NLS is a success, as results from those schools following the synthetic phonics practices will get 
absorbed into the general hysteria of ‘look at the rise in standards since the National Literacy 
Strategy’. Immorally, it will still be entirely a lottery as to which teaching of reading practice 
children receive in their educational settings. Which, I wonder, would the parents choose? And when  
is a Jolly Phonics school not a synthetic phonics school by the true definition? When will the LEAs 
investigate the advice of the National Literacy Strategy properly, openly comparing the results of 
different practices, thus demonstrating the accountability that they are arguably now lacking? [Since 
I wrote this article, the newly published HMI report Teaching of Phonics refers to ‘a judicious 
mixture’ of Jolly Phonics and Progression in Phonics. Please read my response on p. 24.] 
 
Transparent or veiled information and communication? 
 
The Reading Reform Foundation has called upon Ofsted to clarify which early years settings follow 
exactly which practices to ensure that we can learn about real results in real schools and what their 
success or failure is really based upon. Currently, Ofsted inspectors are instructed to avoid such 
jargon as ‘synthetic phonics’ apparently because school inspection reports are targeted at parents. Is 
this an acceptable reason to avoid clarifying early years teaching practices which allows the National 
Literacy Strategy to claim any rise in literacy standards regardless of the reality? [The latest HMI 
report fails to mention synthetic phonics teaching – is this an attempt at political diplomacy?] 
 
The trouble is that even when statistics speak for themselves, those who have promoted flawed 
whole language reading practices in the past simply do not appear to possess the good grace, 
common sense and educational principles to acknowledge or understand what is under their noses. In 
effect, at best they may concede that some emphasis on phonics teaching produces better results, but 
then begrudgingly they try to split hairs about how much, when and how to incorporate phonics - 
which is to miss the point that the process of synthesising is the most essential ingredient for the 
greatest reading success ensuring that guessing is a redundant strategy. The current ‘mix of 
methods, balanced approach, from the bottom up and the top down’ just happens to be part of a 
lumbering and reluctant international move towards the most effective practice. Why is there 
such reluctance to acknowledge what works? I cannot over emphasise how tragic and ludicrous I 
consider this situation. Crystal clear analyses and warnings of the consequences of the move away 
from systematic synthetic phonics-first teaching have existed for decades. Here we are in 2001 still 
promoting practices which direct children away from the letters in the words and telling them instead 
to look at the pictures and guess. Does this really make sense?  
 
Blend or guess? 
 
There has been a great deal of interest in why we describe our recommended phonics teaching 
approach as synthetic phonics, when we clearly advocate synthesising (blending) and analysing 
(segmenting) as simultaneous teaching features. My interpretation of this title is the sheer need to 
emphasise the paramount importance of synthesising in the reading process. The enormous 
empowerment of any person – child or adult – derived from developing this skill to automaticity is 
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a sight to behold. In contrast, to witness a person struggling along grasping at clues from pictures 
and context is demoralising, pathetic, unnecessary and tragic in the extreme - let alone, the spectacle 
of a teacher trying to teach by these guessing methods as exemplified in the highly flawed NLS 
Early Literacy Support (ELS) training video on guided reading. The Reading Reform Foundation has 
called for the withdrawal of the Early Literacy Support programme until further review, but this call 
has been ignored. We consider that this warrants an urgent inquiry at the highest levels and we have 
approached the Education and Skills Select Committee to this end. Supporting our call, Lord Prior 
has written a question in the House of Lords: ‘To ask H.M. Government whether, in view of the 
alleged flaws in the Early Literacy Strategy, the scheme will be withdrawn?’ 
 
Charade or genuine progress? 
 
Lord Prior recently arranged and attended a meeting between delegates of the Reading Reform 
Foundation, Baroness Ashton (Under Parliamentary Secretary of State for the Early Years and 
School Standards), Stephen Anwyll (Director of the National Literacy Strategy), Dr. Laura Huxford 
(Strategic Director of Training for the NLS) and members of the National Literacy Team. The DfES 
representatives were unwilling or unable to provide specific statistics to support the NLS advice, 
including for the latest Early Literacy Support initiative, despite long-standing requests by the 
Reading Reform Foundation. Baroness Ashton asked for names of exemplar synthetic phonics 
schools to investigate, which the RRF has duly provided. We hope this is a step in the right direction 
to an honest review of the national literacy situation, but we have reasons to believe it is not. The 
RRF delegates stressed their sense of urgency as the reading debate has long since concluded that 
synthetic phonics teaching is the most effective teaching approach for all children – and undeniably 
essential for the group commonly-referred to as ‘the long tail end’. If this government believes in the 
principles of inclusion as it purports, how does this correspond with the continued promotion of 
whole language reading strategies through such initiatives as the Early Literacy Support programme 
- which is openly based on whole language reading strategies and the Reading Recovery Book Bands 
system consisting of whole language reading scheme books?  
 
Some local education authorities have undertaken their own early intervention initiatives based on 
synthetic phonics teaching and are no doubt well aware that the Early Literacy Support initiative  
appears not to be supported by standardised test results. How can these LEAs in all conscience roll 
out the ELS initiative in preference to their own promising and monitored programmes and without 
making proper comparisons? Could this have anything to do with the Standards Funds 
accompanying the NLS initiatives, or could it be succumbing to the pressure to be seen to be 
politically correct? Where are the transparent comparisons between different approaches of the first 
wave of literacy teaching – arguably far more pertinent than the national roll out of a second wave 
remedial teaching initiative? Surely prevention is better than intervention? Either way, there are 
clearly more unanswered questions here and indisputable issues of accountability at all levels. 
 
It has been drawn to my attention, however, that accountability for standards rests squarely on the 
shoulders of the individual schools. Considering the interference and influence from all levels of 
authority, how can this status quo possibly be considered acceptable?   
 
The Reading Reform Foundation has made some progress this year, but it is absolutely vital for the 
sake of our future generations, our current 3, 4 and 5 year olds and all the older children and adults 
with reading difficulties, that this debate is brought out into the open in an educational and scientific 
manner as soon as possible: 
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• The DfES has yet to supply satisfactory statistics and answers to any of the issues we have 
raised through our correspondence and meetings. 



• The LEAs need to do their own homework to establish which practices are working the most 
effectively and broaden their training provision accordingly in the interests of the teaching 
profession and the general public. 

 
• Teacher trainers should ensure that they are providing rigorous courses in synthetic phonics 

practices and the history of the teaching of reading. 
 
• The literacy advisers should not merely deliver the National Literacy Strategy as per their 

remits, but evaluate it for themselves. If they feel the need to modify it, or recognise the 
advisability of promoting synthetic phonics programmes, they should inform the DfES of 
their professional observations and judgements to promote future adjustments to the NLS. 

 
• The teachers and early years practitioners must not assume that guidance from those with the 

greatest authority is necessarily the best. They should use their common sense and be 
prepared to listen to others. Standardised tests should be used to monitor and influence 
reading practices at the end of YR, Y1 and Y2. Comparisons should be welcomed, not feared 
or avoided. Teachers need to know what works best. 

 
• Publishers need to open their minds to a range of suggestions regarding required phonics 

resources instead of slavishly following the most recent fads of the National Literacy 
Strategy. [The recent production of yet more inadvisable whole language reading scheme 
books is a direct consequence of the whole language nature of the ELS programme.] 

 
• We need to be conscious of the absolute rights of parents to know what is going on and what 

the issues are – including the identification of settings employing genuine synthetic phonics 
practices. The current illiteracy rate indicates that we failed their generation and we must not 
continue to fail their children now. 

 
• Ofsted needs to break the mould of the bland and vague description. Observations need to be 

specific if they are to help us to learn which are the most effective practices. We should not 
have to resort to reading between the lines. [See my comments on latest report – page 24.] 

 
In some areas of the UK there is a long way to go to raise awareness of the synthetic phonics 
teaching approach, whilst in other areas of the country programmes like Accelerated Reading and 
Spelling with Synthetic Phonics, Phono-Graphix, Jolly Phonics, Best Practice Phonics and Step by 
Step are spreading rapidly. Sadly, what started out as a laudable national strategy to address the 
UK’s illiteracy tragedy, may be serving to delay, distort or prevent the spread of the best practice in 
the teaching of reading and writing. In genuine synthetic phonics schools it is normal and predictable 
for reception children to achieve average reading and spelling results at least one year ahead of their 
chronological age whatever the circumstances. Headteachers are reporting the virtual disappearance 
of former high percentages of special educational needs since a change to synthetic phonics teaching. 
Such classroom findings and the growing body of staunch enthusiasts from a range of professional 
roles and enlightened members of the general public are clearly indicative of something very 
important transpiring. Groundbreaking synthetic phonics teaching in some secondary schools raises 
major issues about the way forward at Key Stage 3. There is no reason why literacy teaching could 
not be successful for every person in every corner of the English-speaking world. No reason except 
flawed old habits and beliefs as encapsulated in the guidance and advice of the National Literacy 
Strategy in the early years. No reason except malpractice and a network of unaccountability from 
those with the greatest influence at the highest political and educational levels. 
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The RRF calls for withdrawal of ELS programme 
 

The Early Literacy Support (ELS) Video 
 

A critique of the sections on reading (Sections 1 - 3) 
from a Synthetic Phonics standpoint  

by Jennifer Chew 
 
Synthetic Phonics 
 
Synthetic phonics is a method of teaching beginners which stresses, in quick succession, 
 

1. the learning of basic letter-sound correspondences (the letter ‘s’ stands for the /s/ 
sound, the letter ‘a’ stands for the short /a/ sound, the letter ‘t’ stands for the /t/ sound 
etc.) 

 
and 

 
2. the learning of the skill of reading simple words by producing a sound for each letter 

and then blending or synthesising (hence ‘synthetic phonics’) the sounds into a 
normal word-pronunciation. 

 
It should be evident, from the above, that children who are taught to read by synthetic phonics are 
taught to pay close attention to every letter in every word. They are not taught to attend just to initial 
letters or to guess at words from pictures or context. 
 
Despite its good track-record in the classroom, its good research backing, and its common-sense 
appeal, synthetic phonics has been a Cinderella approach for decades in English-speaking countries. 
The favoured approaches have been ‘look-and-say’ and ‘whole language’, neither of which 
encourages detailed attention to within-word units (letters in written words or sounds in spoken 
words). ‘Look-and-say’ favours the learning of words as wholes, and whole language favours the use 
of picture cues and context cues for word-identification purposes, possibly with some attention to the 
first letter. With the National Literacy Strategy came assurances that phonics would be properly 
represented, and it was reasonable to assume that this would include synthetic phonics. 
Unfortunately, however, these assurances have proved rather hollow: the ELS video provides no 
clear illustrations of synthetic phonics in use, but provides many illustrations of teachers 
encouraging whole-language strategies which, from a synthetic phonics perspective, run counter to 
common sense and have little support from reputable research. This is particularly clear in the 
sections on Guided Reading in Reception, which will be the main focus of the present critique (see 
shaded section below). Other sections on reading are dealt with more briefly. 
 
The ELS Video 
 
This video aims to give guidance to teachers and classroom assistants on how to support the weakest 
readers in Reception and Year 1. It is due to be sent out to schools in the autumn term of 2001. 
 
The first section is entitled Pilot Intervention Programme Key Stage 1 (Short version). Children 
are asked to listen for the first and last sounds in words - they are never asked to listen for all sounds, 
and the relating of sounds to letters is incidental and very superficial. The children move on to the 
sentence “This is a big bed”, introduced the previous day. We do not see anything which convinces 
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us that the children could read these words if they occurred in any other context - it is possible that 
they have simply memorised the sentence from the previous day. Much is made of the fact that a 
sentence must start with a capital letter, end with a full stop and make sense: it is arguable that this 
kind of work on sentences is inappropriate unless children's word-identification skills are firmly in 
place.  
 
At one point, the classroom assistant focuses on the word “big”: this would be an ideal opportunity 
to demonstrate synthetic phonics, with the children reading and spelling the word a letter and a 
sound at a time, but instead the assistant concentrates on just the first letter. This overriding 
emphasis on initial letters and sounds is a recurring feature of the video and is clear evidence that 
synthetic phonics is not represented. As indicated above, “synthetic”, in the phrase “synthetic 
phonics”, refers to the synthesising or building up of whole spoken words from individual letter-
sounds. A word cannot be built up from just the initial letter-sound. 
 
 
 
 

 
Section 2 shows Examples of Guided Reading in Reception. The children are
evidently in their second term (spring term). The teacher, Andrew, explains that he has
very different objectives for the two groups which we shall see.  
 
As we consider the way in which Andrew proceeds with The Go-karts, we should bear in
mind his statement of his objectives for this group: “I really wanted to have them
working by themselves, reading individually and attending to the print, solving problems
as they arose”. In fact, however, we see none of this happening because Andrew does far
too much of the work for the children. For example, he reminds them of the colours of
the go-karts and tells them what the first two words on each page will be: “When you're
watching a race you say ‘Here comes...’” and later “I want to show you the trick of
reading this book. Every page says ‘Here comes...’”. We note, too, that on several
occasions he bends the book in such a way as to have the picture visible and the text out
of sight: he is encouraging the children to “read” the pictures and not the text. We also
note that the children keep referring to the go-karts as “cars”: this would not happen if
they were “attending to the print” according to Andrew's objectives. 
 
Andrew checks to see that the children know what to do if they ‘get stuck’ on a word:
“Look at the picture and look at the word”  -  but he does not say how they should look at
the word. When the children are invited to join in the reading, they do so half-heartedly
and there is no evidence that they are actually reading  - Andrew has talked them through
every page. When Junior gets stuck on a word, Andrew says “What could we do? What
could we look at? Let's look at this page (pointing to the picture). What colour was that
go-kart?” 
 
Everything in this section illustrates a whole-language approach. Andrew repeats whole-
language mantras and constantly encourages the children to use whole-language
strategies. At no point is there anything approaching synthetic phonics. Moreover,
Andrew is very far from fulfilling even his own stated objectives. 
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In considering the section on Lizard loses his tail, we should remind ourselves of
Andrew's objectives for this group: he said “The early strategies that they have are really
in place and are very sound, so I wanted to take them to a different level and work on
fluency and phrasing”. Again, however, we see little of this happening in practice. Again,
too, Andrew tells the children far too much about the book; this would not be necessary
if their early strategies really were “in place” and “very sound”. He reads most pages for
them, encouraging them to look at the pictures and prompting them heavily on the
occasions when he tries to get them to identify words. For example, he reads “Here is the
lizard” and then asks “What is he doing in the sun?” A child responds “Sleeping”, which
illustrates the inadequacy of guessing from pictures as the word actually printed is
“asleep”. Andrew pretends that “sleeping” is acceptable (“Yes, that's right”), but then
slips in the correct word “ASLEEP”. He then says, in a lame attempt to bring in some
phonics, “If we think about that word, what letter will we see at the beginning?...
ASLEEP?” A child seems to suggest ‘”an” or “en’ Andrew says that it's ‘A’, using the
letter-name. From a synthetic phonics perspective, there is a lack of logic here: for one
thing, if the children were genuinely looking at the printed word, as they should be doing
in reading, they would be seeing the first letter and not needing to think about what it
might be; for another thing, if they are thinking about the sound at the beginning of the
spoken word “asleep”, as Andrew seems to have in mind, they will hear neither a clear
long /a/ (as suggested by his use of the letter-name) nor a clear short /a/ sound. The
episode illustrates something which occurs over and over again in the National Literacy
Strategy materials: phonics is treated as an incidental exercise in the analysis of little bits
of words (mainly beginnings) after they have been identified, if the teacher sees fit,
rather than as a practical strategy which children can use in reading and spelling whole
words. 
 
We believe that this section of the video illustrates the mistaken type of thinking which
has been current for many years and is being perpetuated through National Literacy
Strategy materials. In our view (which we believe is in line with research findings and
common sense), this type of thinking has caused literacy problems in the past and will
continue to cause them in the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 3, Examples of Guided Reading in Year 1, follows a very similar pattern. The teacher 
talks confidently but actually very vaguely about how “it” (presumably the National Literacy 
Strategy) has clarified her understanding of how to teach reading. Like Andrew, she spends far too 
much time talking about the book (Frog and toad all year). It is interesting that in reacting at one 
point to a child's suggestion that one way of reading an unfamiliar word is to “stretch it out”, she 
gives a reasonable description of synthetic phonics: “What you mean is that you can say all the 
sounds in the word. You can look at the first part of the word and see if you can say the sounds in 
there that the letters are making, you can look at the middle part, and you can look at the end part. If 
you say all the sounds and put them together, you might get the word that way”. When children get 
stuck on words which would lend themselves very well to this approach (e.g. “melting” and “sank”), 
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however, the teacher suggests other strategies instead: with “melting”, she asks “What is the ice 
cream doing?”, apparently prompting the child to turn to the picture for help. With “sank”, she says 
“If something goes down, down, down, what do you think that word might be?” The child suggests 
“sink”. “Good try,” says the teacher. “Now it's not an /i/ sound, there's an /a/ sound there, so can you 
change that from SINK to.......?”, whereupon the child offers “sank”. If this teacher really believes 
that it is useful to “say all the sounds and put them together”, why does she not get the children to do 
exactly this with words like “melting” and “sank”? 
 
In dealing with A book for Jack, the next teacher again encourages a lot of attention to pictures and 
little or none to the printed words. The book is apparently already familiar to the children. When we 
hear them attempting to read the first page, it seems that some of them are reading “went” as “want” 
(a common error among children taught to recognise words as wholes). Particularly striking is the 
section where Stephen reads “He put the baby book back” as “He put the tickle book back”. The 
teacher queries “tickle” and prompts him to look at the picture for help and to consider whether the 
first letter in “tickle” could really be “b” etc. Eventually she supplies the word “baby” herself. This 
rigmarole is enormously time-consuming and inefficient compared with the synthetic phonics 
strategy of attending to all the letters in the word from the start. A relative beginner might start by 
sounding out “baby” with a short /a/ sound, but his attempt would be much closer to the target word 
than “tickle” is, and the adjustment from short to long vowel sound is arguably much easier to make 
than adjustments based on picture and context clues (which this child clearly cannot make, even 
after heavy prompting). The video is in fact a good illustration of the fact that children very seldom 
get exactly the right word by relying on picture clues and context clues – they always need a teacher 
to tell them whether or not they are right. This does not encourage independence. By contrast, 
synthetic phonics does encourage early independence: the initial pronunciation of each word is 
always letter-based, and the only adjustments which children may have to make are minor ones (e.g. 
from “babby” to “baby” rather than from “tickle” to “baby”). 
 
Conclusion 
 
This video illustrates an approach for struggling readers in Reception and Year 1 which is poles 
apart from synthetic phonics and therefore, we believe, poles apart from the methods supported by 
research and common sense. The ELS approach must surely have been piloted in selected schools 
before being recommended for wider use: the results of any pilot studies should be made available, 
publicly or at least to independent researchers, so that proper comparisons can be made between the 
results achieved in these schools and the results achieved in schools which use synthetic phonics 
from the start. We urge that this video be withdrawn unless convincing evidence can be produced 
that such comparisons have been responsibly made and have shown the ELS approach to be 
superior. The evidence available to the RRF suggests that synthetic phonics is in fact the superior 
approach by a large margin, both for the initial teaching of literacy and for intervening with children 
who have fallen behind. We believe that this is a matter of serious public concern.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor’s comment: 
The RRF has called for the complete withdrawal of the ELS programme. There are fundamental
questions which need addressing here, starting with the need to compare reading results from
different approaches in the first wave of early years teaching. We suggest that with correct
literacy teaching in the first place, the picture of which children would require second or third
wave remedial teaching could be entirely different. We have reason to believe that this ELS
initiative has not been conducted with the high degree of professionalism and measuring that it
warrants, and that many people are well aware that the ELS advice is ill-conceived. 
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New Zealand opts for phonics to teach reading 
(Press Release) 

 
“The New Zealand House of Commons Select Committee has just reported on its inquiry into the 
teaching of reading (end August 2001). For the country that is credited with starting the trend to the 
failed ‘whole language’ methods, the recommendations are a shock. Schools are now being told to 
incorporate successful phonics programmes into the classroom. (Recommendation No. 4) 
 
The recommendations come after the committee saw the evidence from school practices and 
research studies in New Zealand.  They especially mentioned Don Buck School (page 10 of the 
report) which was stated as using a ‘fun’ commercial phonics programme, and the research of 
Chapman and Tunmer similarly with ‘fun’ commercial phonics programmes.  Both of these are users 
of Jolly Phonics, the UK based phonics programme. 
 
Jolly Phonics is used in 22% of New Zealand Primary Schools (Source: Consumer Link, December 
2000). 
 
Says Val Barnett of the educational suppliers Every Educaid “Yes, New Zealand has been told to get 
back to phonics – it will be compulsory – great news!” New Zealand schools are also being told to 
use the successful ‘synthetic’ phonics methods.  Writing in The Press, Rowan Taylor says “Choosing 
the right phonics programme is vital.  Our schools don’t just need phonics – they need synthetic 
systematic phonics.”   
 
These recommendations from New Zealand set the scene for the initiatives expected from President 
Bush’s pro-phonics Education Secretary, Rod Paige.  They also have messages for the UK’s new 
head of the National Literacy Strategy, Stephen Anwyll, who has joined at a time when the strategy 
is coming under criticism for failing to provide effective phonics guidance.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Editor’s comment: 
We bring news from New Zealand in the form of Rowan Taylor’s article and a press release.
Although a clear step in the right direction, the New Zealand Education and Science Committee
inquiry into the teaching of reading irresponsibly fails to note the specific phonics programme
(Jolly Phonics) which is turning reading results round in New Zealand (e.g. special needs reduced
from 40% to zero in Don Buck school in 1997). Did the committee not consider that this was
invaluable information for parents and teachers alike? In contrast, there was no such reluctance to
acknowledge the impact on reading of the Harry Potter books – named specifically. This
anomaly has to be questioned. 
   
Here in the UK, the Reading Reform Foundation continues to query the inconsistent policies (or
lack of policies) of the DfES and LEAs regarding the endorsement of some commercial materials
by name, but not others. It is clear that both the First Steps and Reading Recovery whole
language programmes are highly influential in NLS material and training - confirming our
analysis of the whole language mindset behind the National Literacy Strategy. Is this what the
general public would expect or want in their infant schools? Rowan Taylor rightly points out that
there are distinct differences in both approach and subsequent outcomes according to the exact
phonics practices that prevail. We need to know precisely which programmes are the 
effective. 

most
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Research Digest – by Jennifer Chew 
 
 
The following articles have been recently published: 
 
 
Nation, K., Allen, R., and Hulme, C., 2001. The limitations of orthographic analogy in early 
reading development: Performance on the clue-word task depends on phonological priming 
and elementary decoding skill, not the use of orthographic analogy. Journal of Experimental 
Child Psychology, 80, pp. 75-94. This study is part of the continuing debate about the theory that 
beginning readers can work out a pronunciation for an unfamiliar printed word by seeing that its 
spelling, or orthography, is similar to the spelling of a familiar word. The study shows that children 
are not really seeing orthographic similarities but relying on ‘phonological priming’ – i.e. it is 
hearing a ‘clue word’ pronounced by an adult, rather than seeing it printed, which cause them to 
produce a similar-sounding word. Nation et al. ran some analogy experiments with children whose 
average age was 6.0 years. They found that ‘an equivalent number of “analogy” responses were 
made regardless of whether the clue word was seen or just heard’. These findings are yet another 
challenge to the view that young children make analogies in a way that is useful for reading: the 
analogy strategy is not useful as a way of  reading unfamiliar words if it requires that an adult is on 
hand to pronounce the clue word for the child.  Nation et al. conclude that ‘the extent to which 
beginning readers make orthographic analogies is overestimated and as a consequence, theories that 
emphasise the importance of orthographic analogy as a mechanism for driving the development of 
early reading skills need to be questioned’. 
 
 
Bastien-Toniazzo, M., and Jullien, S., 2001. Nature and importance of the logographic phase in 
learning to read. Reading and writing: An interdisciplinary journal, 14, pp. 119-143. The 
researchers worked with French children who had an average age of 5 years 4 months and had 
received no formal reading instruction. They found that the children attempted to read words by 
treating some (but not all) of the letters in them as distinguishing features. The children did not, 
however, pay attention to the order in which letters appeared. The authors conclude that young 
children do tend to recognise words ‘logographically’ before they receive formal instruction, but 
only in the sense outlined here – i.e. their recognition is letter-based. The researchers found no 
evidence that children recognise words ‘globally’ or by their general shape. 
 
 
Savage, R., Stuart, M., and Hill, V., 2001. ‘The role of scaffolding errors in reading 
development: Evidence from a longitudinal and a correlational study’. British Journal of 
Educational Psychology, 71, pp. 1-13. Savage et al. define ‘scaffolding errors’ as errors ‘preserving 
both initial and final phonemes (e.g ‘bark’ misread as ‘bank’)’. These are distinguished from errors 
which preserve  ‘either initial or final phonemes (e.g. ‘bark’ misread as ‘bed’ or ‘like’)’, ‘distant or 
unrelated errors (e.g. ‘bark’ misread as ‘can’ or ‘men’)’ and ‘refusals’ (children unable to make any 
attempt at reading a word). The researchers found that when the four types of errors were 
considered, the proportion of scaffolding errors made at the age of 6 was the best predictor of 
reading achievement at the age of 8. One finding which the researchers refer to as ‘possibly 
surprising’ was that ‘errors preserving only initial letters were not good predictors of reading 
ability’. The study is consistent with the view that the more attention children are paying to the 
letters in words at the age of 6, the better they are likely to be reading at 8, although this conclusion 
is not explicitly stated in the article. 
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Synthetic phonics or systematic phonics?   by  Felicity  Craig  
 
The RRF Newsletter is hugely exciting to read, because it is a catalogue of success.  We look back to 
the days when Mona McNee was battling tirelessly and almost single-handedly to bring the 
importance of ‘simple phonics’ to everybody’s attention.  Now Debbie Hepplewhite has taken up the 
baton, and more and more teachers are coming forward to endorse the effectiveness of rapid, 
systematic phonics teaching, from the start.  And more and more children as a result are taking 
possession of the world of written language. 
 
So it seems almost churlish to quibble about a name.  But I think it’s worth doing, for all sorts of 
reasons.   
 
‘Synthetic’ phonics is ‘bottom-up’ phonics, when you start with the separate letters, and put them 
together to make words.  It contrasts with ‘analytic’ or ‘top-down’ phonics, when you start with 
whole words, and focus on the separate letters later.  We all know the Whole Language approach to 
phonics teaching has been disastrous, and this is supposed to be because Whole Language teachers 
use ‘analytic’ phonics, not ‘synthetic’. 
 
The drawbacks of Whole Language phonics teaching 
 
But I would like to suggest that the reason WL phonics teaching has had such devastating – even 
tragic – consequences is not that it is ‘analytic’, but that it has been incidental.  The entire focus has 
been on the meaning of the stories, sentences and words.  Separate letters are not meaningful, so are 
given even shorter shrift than separate words – they are useful only as occasional clues to the 
meaning of unfamiliar words.  Even so, WL advocates declare loftily that it is much better to use 
‘context’ clues whenever possible – as ‘context’ has to do with meaning, which is where we came in. 
 
The RRF rightly points out, in Newsletter 46 (‘In Conclusion’), that the DfEE Progression in 
Phonics is a mishmash because it is a cobbling together of advice from too many sources, not least 
from Whole Language ‘experts’.  So it accepts unquestioningly the idea that ‘meaning’ is all 
important, and phonics is only one ‘strategy’ among many for finding out that meaning.  This is why 
the NLS Progression in Phonics is such a slow and ponderous business, taking three years to cover 
territory that can be conquered quite easily in two terms or less.  (Newsletter 46: ‘A comparison 
between the pace of synthetic phonics teaching and the DfEE directives’.) 
 
The purpose of phonics 
 
I find the Whole Language philosophy quite exasperating in this respect because it has no idea what 
phonics is all about!  And yet the purpose of phonics is very simple.  We are teaching children to 
map spoken words onto written words, bit by bit.  As a result, they will be able to transfer meanings 
from familiar spoken words to unfamiliar written words, instantaneously.  (Since most children enter 
Reception Class with a pretty extensive spoken vocabulary, this has to be a good idea.)  But 
systematic phonics achieves something else as well – in the long run, even more powerful.  The 
more children read, the more they will learn the meanings of written words just by reading them.  If 
they have mastered phonics early on, they will be able to transfer the meanings of these familiar 
written words to their speaking vocabularies.  So it is precisely when children have used context 
clues to find out the meanings of written words that phonics comes into its own – because without it 
children will not be able to enrich their speaking vocabularies, as fluent readers-with-phonics have 
done since time immemorial!  I would hazard a guess that I learned the meaning of at least half or 
even three quarters of the words in my speaking vocabulary by reading them first.  We can tell when 
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children are doing this if they mispronounce words while using them correctly – e.g. my five-year-
old daughter Helen informed her father one day that she didn’t think he would look very nice with a 
‘mowst-ake’ (moustache).  But such mispronunciations are the exception.  Most words transferred 
from reading are pronounced correctly, so we don’t always notice what is going on. 
 
Teaching the procedure by the tallying approach 
 
Once we have identified phonics as a matching process between written and spoken words, we can 
describe the teaching of phonics rather differently.  The procedure is very straightforward, and has 
only three steps, which are the same for all words, no matter how ‘irregular’ a word might seem to 
be.   
 
We are teaching children to map spoken words onto written words in such a way that the first sound 
in the spoken word maps onto the left hand edge of the written word, the last sound maps onto the 
right hand edge, and the middles map onto each other, bit by bit.  In practice, we teach children to 
operate on the written word from left to right, blending the sounds as they go along, but the above 
description summarizes neatly how the written and spoken words fit together.  (For some words, 
however – e.g. ‘thought’ – it is more helpful to match the beginnings and ends first; then the bits left 
over, in the middle, have to match with each other.) 
 
Because the first step in the procedure shows children whereabouts in the written word the initial 
sound maps on, we start with whole written words.  There on one page is a picture of an apple, and 
the word ‘apple’ appears twice, in large letters, on the page opposite – once with a small ‘a’, and 
once with a capital.  Small ‘a’ and capital ‘A’ are also printed by themselves, underneath the picture: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(All the ‘a’s are printed in red, and the rest of the letters in some other colour.) 
 
The children can learn the mapping procedure in about thirty seconds.  “That’s a picture of an apple, 
isn’t it, so this word says ‘apple’ and this word says ‘Apple’.  The first sound in ‘apple’ is ‘ă’ – can 
you hear it? – and that ‘ă’ sound goes with this red letter over here.  It also goes with this red letter, 
which is a capital Ă.  And this letter by itself says ‘ă’” [pointing to the ‘a’ underneath the picture] 
“and this one says ‘Ă’.” 
 
Of course, once you have learned a procedure, you have to practise it until it becomes automatic.  So 
the children now go on to practise the same procedure with the other twenty five letters of the 
alphabet.  Long before they reach ‘z’, though, they can learn the next two steps by sounding out, and 
writing, words composed of the letters already introduced. 
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This takes approximately six weeks.  Two-letter sounds (ai, ay, au, aw, ch, ea, ee, er, ir, ur, ar, or, 
ew, ng, oo, ou, ow, oa, ph, sh, th and ui) are covered in the second half of the first term, and the story 
of ‘Alphabet Magic’ (about the ‘magic’ letters e, i and y) in the second term.   By the end of the third 
term, the children are reading and writing anything they want to, at their interest level. 
 
A side-by-side approach 
 
I call it the ‘Tallying’ approach to phonics (which describes exactly what is happening – we are 
‘tallying’ spoken words with written words, sound by sound).  It isn’t really a ‘bottom-up’ or a ‘top-
down’ approach, but a side-by-side one, so I just use the word ‘systematic’ rather than either 
‘synthetic’ or ‘analytic’.  (Both the terms ‘synthetic’ and ‘analytic’, I believe, blur our perceptions of 
the procedure which is actually taking place.) 
 
What’s in a name? 
 
Am I splitting hairs, or is ‘tallying’/‘systematic’ a much more helpful description of a very effective 
way of teaching phonics? 
 
I believe it is.  For a start, it helps us to convince Whole Language teachers how crucially important 
it is to teach phonics, rapidly and thoroughly, from the very beginning, without abandoning the use 
of ‘real books’, again from the start.  (Several WL primary schools, in Scotland, are excitedly 
following my ‘Tallying’ approach, with promising results.) The approach and materials are easy for 
parents to use, again alongside reading ‘real books’ to their children, if they wish. 
 
Seeing how phonics enables children to transfer meanings from written words to spoken words, as 
well as vice versa, can help us to use systematic phonics to teach deaf children to talk (more of this 
in later Newsletters, I hope). And emphasizing that phonics is simply a matter of ‘tallying’ written 
words with spoken words enables us to explain just why the procedure is so important for dyslexic 
children.  Yes, dyslexia is a real, physical condition, giving rise to a sensory blockage – but phonics 
enables dyslexic children to bypass the blockage; so it prevents dyslexia from causing literacy 
problems!  (This is why good phonics teachers often think that dyslexia is much rarer than it actually 
is: because their excellent teaching has prevented it from affecting their pupils’ ability to read and 
write.  See, for example, Irina Tyk’s article in Newsletter 46.)   
 
For more information contact: Felicity Craig, One-to-One Publications, 33 Newcomen Road, 
Dartmouth, Devon TQ6 9BN.  Tel: 01803 834270. 
 
 
 

 

Editor’s comment: 
 
I have had many stimulating conversations with Felicity regarding her analysis of how best to
teach reading. Although closer to whole language teaching than synthetic phonics proponents,
Felicity shares our opinion about two important areas: firstly, children should not guess from
context or picture cues; secondly, that early systematic, rigorous and fast phonics teaching is
essential. 
 
Without doubt, we must turn to real results from standardised tests to be our ultimate guide to
effectiveness. If only the DfES would embrace this principle. 
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Phono-Graphix helps older students 
by Christine Cartwright 

 
When I began teaching adults with reading and spelling problems in 1994, I was confident that a 
good dose of phonics would solve all their difficulties. To my great disappointment this turned out 
not to be the case. They hardly seemed to make any progress at all, whatever method I tried, which 
seemed very puzzling. 
 
It was reading Diane McGuinness’s book, Why Children Can’t Read that finally gave me the 
answers. Her book explained problems which exactly matched those my adults were experiencing.  
She also showed how the methods used in Phono-Graphix could overcome these. I have been using 
Phono-Graphix for about two years now and at last have something that really seems to work well 
for these older students. 
 
The McGuinnesses stress the importance of developing in the students a deep understanding of the 
nature of the English written language, something these students lack, surprisingly, even when they 
possess a good knowledge of the letters and the sounds they represent: 
 
Phono-Graphix teaches the following concepts: 
 
• The English written language is a sound based code. Letters are pictures representing sounds and 

a ‘sound picture’ can comprise one or more than one letter. For example the three sounds in 
‘boat’ are represented by b oa t.  

 
• There is variation in the code. Thus, the sound <oa> in ‘boat’ could be represented by: 

 
Bot o 
Boet oe 
Boat oa 
Bote o-e 
 

• There is overlap in the code. Some components of the code can represent more than one sound, 
as ‘ow’ in the words ‘brown’ and ‘snow’. 

 
The explanation of these concepts combined with teaching methods using straightforward and 
simple logic ensure that students do achieve a much better understanding of the English written 
language. Without this insight the written language appears illogical and incomprehensible.   
 
For example, a frequent complaint from my students used to be with the number of different ways to 
represent sounds in words and how were they supposed to know which spelling to use? The teaching 
of spelling rules did nothing to alleviate their frustration.   
 
The concept that the English written language is a sound based code with variation as taught by 
Phono-Graphix gives the students a more logical explanation. A simple method is taught to manage 
this variation. The frustration disappears. One benefit of this improved understanding is that they are 
able to make much better use of their inherent knowledge. This is something that just did not seem 
possible using other methods. 
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As many adults already have a very good knowledge of letters and the sounds they represent this can 
lead to a remarkable and speedy improvement in their spelling performance. It is wonderful to share 
in their joy when this happens, especially when they have spent so many years trying and not getting 
anywhere and it can make such a difference to their lives, as the letter written by a student I have 
been teaching this year demonstrates: 
 
When I first started this course I felt I couldn’t do anything for myself. I have three children and 
they always wanted me to read to them, but I always told them no because I didn’t want to look 
stupid in front of them, but now I do all the reading possible. I can write letters to people and 
don’t have to worry that they won’t understand it at all.  
 
Because this course has helped me so much I am starting college in September and I don’t feel 
scared about doing it like I did before and the one person I owe it all to is Christine. 
Thank you.          Name supplied. 

 
Christine Cartwright is employed as a basic skills tutor at Woodhill Prison, Milton Keynes, and she 
is also a volunteer mentor for the Thames Valley Basic Skills Project. This latter scheme is aimed at 
helping offenders on probation who have requested help with their basic skills. The role is to assist 
on a one to one basis to encourage, support and train so that they are able to move on to mainstream 
training, education or work. 
 

News about resources: 
 
We are developing a ‘Resources’ page on the Reading Reform Foundation website which includes 
reviews and links to other sites. Where available we shall make reference to research and statistical 
information. Readers recommendations are invited and supporting statistics are particularly 
welcome. Keep checking the website for the RRF’s exclusive range of photocopiable phonics 
resources – now available: Origami read, spell and write books. More to follow. 
 
Soundstart - phonics reading books by Stanley Thornes (now Nelson Thornes). This is a rare and 
well-produced set of phonics reading scheme books worthy of every early years classroom. Reading 
Reform Foundation subscribers can purchase these books at a discount of 15%. 
 
The RRF is very keen to promote the use and production of systematic phonics books. 
Interested publishers are invited to contact the RRF.  
 
Toe by Toe - a single phonics teaching manual, now increasingly used in British army camps and 
prisons throughout the country. Illiteracy, of course, is very widespread in the prison population and 
obviously any method that can alleviate this problem has the potential to make a real and lasting 
contribution to society at large. To this end, author Keda Cowling has been collaborating with 
Christopher Morgan founder of the ‘Shannon Trust’ – an organisation promoting prison reform in 
the UK – and trials are currently underway in both Wandsworth and Wormwood Scrubs prisons in 
London whereby prisoners are being taught to read by their fellow inmates using the Toe by Toe 
scheme. Preliminary results are described as very exciting. The Reading Reform Foundation looks 
forward to learning more about the effects of using this scheme and invites any users to write to the 
editor with results. Further information and links on the RRF website.  
 
Contact the editor if you would like your phonics resources reviewed by the RRF.  
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How many more years….?   by Debbie Hepplewhite 
 

Comments on the ‘Teaching of Phonics: A Paper by HMI’ 
Reference number: HMI 329  (www.ofsted.gov.uk) 

 
This paper not only “raises issues about the teaching of phonics”, but it also raises issues about the 
management and format of the National Literacy Strategy itself. 
 
It has serious implications for the future format of the National Literacy Strategy as it clearly 
recommends changes in the original framework. 
 
It indirectly casts doubt upon the knowledge, understanding and competence of the past and present 
managers of the National Literacy Strategy. 
 
There is no more fundamentally important time in a child’s formal education than in the early years 
(3-8). It is upon the foundations of the teaching in these years that arguably all subsequent education 
rests. The ability to read and write is recognised in our society as the most important factor for 
enabling future success and happiness. In recent decades, our system of teaching reading and writing 
has failed a very large percentage of the population, and needlessly continues to do so. 
 
The report quite rightly notes “Phonics teaching has increased significantly since the 
implementation of the National Literacy Strategy. The debate is no longer about whether phonic 
knowledge and skills should be taught, but how best to teach them.” However, it then goes on to 
give a stark warning: “Although more phonics is being taught, it is still not having enough impact on 
standards of English at the end of Key Stage 1. In 2001, almost one third of Year 2 pupils failed to 
reach level 2B in reading and more than four in ten failed to reach level 2B in writing.” 
 
Contrary to the implication in this report that we should all congratulate ourselves for the impact of 
the NLS so far, I think we should be taking a very serious look at the 30-40+% of children who 
failed to reach 2B at the end of Key Stage 1. This is simply a repetition of past failings and we 
certainly cannot consider the National Literacy Strategy a success despite some rise in standards. 
 
We then have to ask why. Simplistically this could be attributed to two main reasons:  
 
Reason 1: The teachers are not sufficiently trained and skilled in following the advice of the 
National Literacy Strategy. 
 
or 
 
Reason 2: The National Literacy Strategy advice and training are themselves looking flawed. 
 
(NB We cannot blame the antecedents of the children, because although personal factors may 
depress standards to some extent, there are many schools with disadvantaged children of various 
descriptions where outstanding results have been achieved at the end of Key Stage 1.) 
 
This report overtly states the former reason to explain the poor results, for example: “Despite the 
strategy’s timely production of materials in 1999 and the associated training, it is clear from HMI 
visits that the impact of these still has to be felt in many schools…” 
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Indirectly, however, HMI also suggests that the National Literacy Strategy could be flawed or 
inadequate in the vital early years: 
 
 “Those with responsibility for the management of the strategy should: 
 

• consider, in any revision to the NLS Framework for teaching, the scope for raising 
expectations of the speed with which pupils can acquire and apply phonic knowledge and 
skills in the foundation stage and Key Stage 1.” 

 
We now need to turn back the clock and examine what transpired at the outset of the National 
Literacy Strategy. Ruth Miskin went on public record stating that her advice was not followed and 
the NLS was flawed. Rhona Johnston and Joyce Watson were never invited to present their paper on 
the Clackmannanshire research and it was dismissed out of hand. John Stannard, then Director of the 
NLS, was adamant that it did not matter what kind of approach you had to phonics teaching and he 
gave his name to the ‘Reading Searchlight Strategies’. These were subsequently promoted on the 
first page of the NLS Progression In Phonics, despite the fact that the leading phonics experts in the 
UK and abroad warned about the serious dangers of promoting whole language guesswork reading 
strategies. Consultations were ‘held’ with leading figures in the phonics domain [Jenny Chew will 
write about this in the next newsletter] and their advice was simply not followed. Considering that 
this advice was based very firmly on enormous collective experience and the results of scientific 
research, this is astounding to say the least. 
 
Back to the present; three years later HMI are recommending changes which are moving far closer to 
what the phonics experts said long ago (including Mona McNee who founded the UK branch of the 
RRF in 1989). 
 

• Will the phonics experts now be consulted properly and their advice heeded? 
 
or 

 
• Will their collective advice continue to be swept aside until there are more revelations in 

years to come about the inadequacies of early years teaching? 
 
…And what about those managers responsible for the National Literacy Strategy who are clearly 
neither early years nor phonics experts? Do they still have the nation’s vote of confidence? Did they 
ever have it?  
 
The HMI report’s second recommendation to the managers of the strategy is that they should: 
 

• “consider publishing criteria which schools might use to judge the extent to which 
commercial phonics schemes support the systematic teaching of phonic knowledge and 
skills.” 

 
Let’s get to the heart of this recommendation! 
 
We have been arguing for many years for the recognition of the essential role that the leading 
commercial phonics schemes have to play in early years teaching. [NB I prefer to use the more
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accurate term – teaching programmes.] Once again, Mona McNee has been calling for the 
comparison of the effectiveness of such programmes for many, many years.  
 
But it is the government’s publications and programmes that are in desperate need of being carefully, 
transparently and independently monitored with standardised testing, and the results should be 
readily available for us all to see. It is the government’s cobbled-together-hastily programmes which 
have been foisted on to the nation at massive expense to the taxpayers. Indeed, we could well 
suggest that were it not for the use of the leading commercial phonics programmes behind the 
scenes, we might not even now have the national rise in standards for which the NLS takes all credit. 
 
 
 
Should the HMI report have made recommendations along the following lines? 
 

• the managers of the National Literacy Strategy should measure and compare the 
effectiveness of the leading commercial phonics teaching programmes and the advice of the 
NLS publications to ascertain which are the most effective regardless of the settings and 
circumstances. 

 
• the testing of these programmes should be in the form of simple standardised reading tests 

appropriate for the age of the children to take place at the end of the Reception year, Year 1 
and Year 2, and conducted by an independent body. 

 
• the results of these tests should be available for anyone to study, and they should be 

conducted on the basis of being helpful and informative to our future teaching of reading and 
writing practices. 

 
Further, is it time for the National Literacy Strategy to be evaluated by the teaching profession itself? 
There are good ideas within the strategy, but also failings and areas for debate. No one can argue 
with the need to bring rigour, knowledge, skills and resources to literacy teaching, but having made 
that point, surely we all now need to evaluate the National Literacy Strategy through discussion and 
the examination of real statistics? 
 
As things stand, despite much correspondence with the DfES and meetings at the highest levels, the 
advice of the leading phonics experts is still not being listened to. This HMI report vindicates our 
advice for faster, more rigorous phonics, but our severest warnings about the continued promotion of 
guesswork reading strategies have not been heeded in the slightest. Will the same people who have 
made so many mistakes in the original framework of the NLS in the early years keep changing their 
instructions year by year, or will they at last seek and follow the advice of the phonics experts?  
 
Jennifer Chew’s critique of the Early Literacy Support training video of guided reading makes it 
extremely clear that whilst the DfES purports to promote phonics teaching, the main emphasis in the 
early years still remains on the internationally discredited whole language approach. The singular 
underestimation of the importance of blending for reading is plain for all to see.  
 
How many more years will the current managers of the NLS be allowed to continue in authority 
when their mindset is so intransigent and prejudiced towards methods which have failed, and will 
continue to fail, so many of our children?   
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Letter from Marlynne Grant, part of which appeared in 
the TES on 26 October 2001 

 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Julie Henry’s report “Millions wasted on catch-up classes” (12 October 2001, TES 3) should be a wake-up 
call for us all and the Government in particular. It does not have to be this way. 
 
In my LEA there is research evidence over five years with synthetic phonics for first-time teaching of 
literacy which ensures that 100% of pupils by the end of Reception are reading and spelling at least to their 
age levels. Averages of 16 months ahead for reading and 18 months ahead for spelling have been achieved 
for the last three years, for cohorts of about 90 pupils each year. It has also been found that pupils who have 
this ‘flying start’ with their literacy do not lose their advantage as they move through school. 
 
There is other experimental research nationally which can endorse such findings. So, we should be able to 
ensure that the very best start for Reception pupils can avoid literacy disability occurring in the first place. 
 
Over the last two years a synthetic phonic programme, Sound Discovery, has been trialled both in the 
primary and secondary schools as an intervention or ‘catch-up’ programme (as well as for first-time 
teaching). It has been used for slow-to-start pupils in KS1, for failing KS2 and KS3 pupils and dyslexic 
pupils. 
 
The following are recent results for a group of 20 pupils in Year 7. They received a 30 minutes Sound 
Discovery intervention, three times a week for 6 months and achieved a 2 years gain in spelling. Other 
positive spin-offs for this group were reported; improved attention, listening skills, motivation and 
behaviour management. 
 
The programme is also being used by the Behaviour Support Team across phases and in the Pupil Referral 
Unit to improve curriculum access. It improves social and academic inclusion for disaffected pupils with 
severe behavioural problems when they are returned and reintegrated into their mainstream classrooms. 
 
The Sound Discovery framework provides a clear teaching focus by means of its incremental and sequential 
progression. The teaching principles are logical and based on psychological learning theory. Lessons are 
oral, interactive and lively with good pace. Teaching assistants can be used for delivery as well as teachers. 
 
This does not cost “millions” but it is very effective. It could transform the “alarm”, which the TES 
speculated that the Government must be feeling over the failure of its catch-up classes, into hope for the 
future. 
 
Dr. Marlynne Grant 
Chartered Educational Psychologist 

 
 
Thank you for reading this issue. Should you wish to subscribe, please complete and 
return the form overleaf as soon as possible. The RRF is a non-profit making 
organisation. We depend on your support to produce the newsletter.  
 
Donations, no matter how small, will be gratefully received. 
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